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Disassembly Instructions

Cooper Mission single seater

The Cooper line consists of six di�erent frames that are 
available with numerous options, and scales. All designs are 
o�ered in one, two or three seaters, freestanding or 
connected, both medium and high backs. In addition, the 
Cooper line also o�ers the Cooper Rocks, a rocking feature 
that is available on all Cooper models.

Tools:  Phillips head or  Robertson #2 screwdriver, Hex key set, 
box cutter knife, pliers or �at head screwdriver and rubber 
mallet or hammer. 
Skill Set: Good manual dexterity.
Estimated Time: 15 min per chair. 

Steps:
1.  Back - 4min

At the base of the back, locate the velcro opening 
and tear open. Roll the bottom portion of the 
upholstery cover up in order to access fasteners. 
Next, locate the six fasteners in the lower portion 
of the back (these may be covered by foam or 
cardboard. If so, simply lift up to reveal screws).  

With a Hex key, loosen and remove. Once screws are removed, 
lift the back upward to detach from frame.   

2.  Seat - 2min
Turn the chair upside down to access the underside of the seat. 
Locate the six fasteners located on the underside of the seat 
and unfasten (do not detach side frame screws). Remove the 
seat from the chair frame. 

3.  Feet Glides - 1min
Once both the seat and back are removed from 
the frame, re-position the chair upside down to 
access feet glides. With pliers, �rmly grasp the 
glide and unscrew counter clockwise until free. 
Repeat process for all four feet.

4.  Armrest - 2min
On some Cooper models such as the Huntsville and Bracebri-
dge, the armrests are a part of the side frame. In this event, 
simply skip step 4.  On all other chairs, place the chair frame on 
its side and locate the four fasteners on the underside of the 
arm. Unfasten screws and remove arm from side frame. This will 
reveal a steel arm plate with fasteners at either end. Removing 
the steel arm plate will require the 1/4” Hex key. Flip the chair 
over and repeat the process to the second armrest. 
In the event of disassembling the Cooper Mission model, the 
armrest is also attached to the side frame spindles. Once the 
wood arm is detached, �ve fasteners will be seen that 

correspond to each side spindle. Unfasten screws and remove 
steel arm plate. 

5.  Side Frame - 4min
Locate the four fasteners on the inside of the frame. Unfasten 
and lift the remaining assembly o� the frame. Flip the frame on 
to the opposite side and repeat process. 

6.  Upholstered components - 5min
For the seat, remove the staples from the underside with pliers. 
For the back, slip the upholstery cover o� the internal plywood 
and foam (if back upholstery does not come o� easily, carefully 
cut the upholstery free with a box cutter or knife). 
Pry the foam padding away from the plywood back and seat 
panels. Spec’s most recent Cooper models may contain a 
recycled plastic seat frame. In this event, remove seat webbing 
by extracting staples with pliers.

Visit spec’s green news page at specfurniture.com and click on 
“End of Product Life Options” for recycling and biodegradation 
facilities.

Family

midland bala

dwightbracebridgehuntsville

steel frame
wood side frame (qty. 2)
plywood back
plastic seat pan

11.93
11.40

8.13
3.30

*values based on a Mission single seater.

Recyclable Material (lbs)

 Total Weight 34.76
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Disassembly Instructions Accessories

Cooper Rocks option is available on all the 
Cooper models.  In the event of disassem-
bly, the high back will follow the same 
instruction as a standard low back. 

Cooper Rocks

The High Back option is available on 
all the Cooper models.  In the event of 
disassembly, the high back will follow 
the same instruction as a standard low 
back. 

High Back Connected

Separate the individual chairs and 
connecting tables before chair 
disassembly.  To separate, locate the 
connecting rods and their 
corresponding fasteners. Unfasten 
screws and remove connecting rods 
from frame.  In addition, all connect-
ing tables should be disassembled by 
removing the table top from frames. 
Fasteners are located on the under-
side of the table surface. 

Full and Half Panel Arms

The full and half panel options are 
available on all Cooper models. In the 
event of disassembly, a few extra 
steps will be required.  Before 
proceeding to step four in the 
disassembly instructions on pg.1, the 
panels will be removed.  With the 
chair in it’s upright position, take a 
rubber mallet or hammer and knock 
the panel �rmly from the inside 
around its edge.  This process may 
require some force and should be 
done with care.  It is recommended 
that an additional person assist with 
this step for safety.
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